
 

 

 

HANOVER HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
Minutes of the Hanover Hockey Association Board Meeting 
December 13, 2011 
 
In attendance:  Sandy Bailey, Tim Beaver,  Jim Damren, Elizabeth Gardner, Aimee Goodwin, Jeff 
Graham, Charlie Hackett, Sharon Ikeda, Ann Malenka, Richard McNulty, Bill Miles, Gail Orr-
Slider, Rob Seelig, Clayton Simmers, Dwight Sperry, and Kim Stern. 
 
Absent:  Tammy Coffin, Greg Curtis, Deanna Denault, Betsy Knights, Bruch Lehmann, Douglas 
Lovell, Mark Meyerrose, Janet Terp, and Mike Wagner 
 
Guests: Ted Barrett, John Murphy, and Heather Stadheim 
 
HHA President Charlie Hackett called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM.   
 
Agenda Items: 
 
Thanksgiving Tournament report: Charlie Hackett shared an email reporting on the 
Thanksgiving Tournament from Tournament Co-Chairs Lisa Damren and Lara Acker, reprinted 
below: 
 

“Lara and I would like to report out the expenditures and experiences of HHA's annual 
tournament.  First of all, we would like to publicly acknowledge the following people for their 
tremendous help that weekend.  Jeff Acker was fantastic with scheduling all the games and 
keeping track of points.  Mark Meyerrose continues to be an absolute gem with getting ice, etc.  
The gents at Campion were incredibly supportive and were a big help securing locker rooms and 
helping us manage the many folks who passed in and out of the rink.  The parents/families of all 
Green teams were tremendous in getting coverage for games.  Thanks to HHA for trusting Lara 
and I to pull this thing off. 
 
Some things we learned:  It takes a lot of time to organize a tournament.  Through Tammy 
Coffin's mentoring last year, it's clear the work begins in late June and lasts through November.  
Offering and opening up the tourney to Bantams was a good idea.  Albeit, scary, it was a good 
move. Honestly, the whole tournament could have been a Bantam tournament as we had to 
turn down 6 other Bantam inquiries.  Disappointing to have only 3 teams in the PW division, but 
Lara and I put forth a ton of effort (soliciting over 25 teams in total) trying to get a 4th team to 
no avail.  Too many other tourneys that weekend.  It all worked out fine. Follow up with teams, 
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hotels, Campion, Mark, etc.  and communication are key to getting things in place.  The earlier 
things are done, the better.  
 
It definitely takes more than 1 or 2 people to run a tournament. Perhaps a board member 
should be an ad-hoc member.  The number of hours spent in total is lost on us, but we do know 
that in the three days we spent at Campion following the holiday accumulated to approximately 
38.   We recognize that we should have had lobby/raffle table coverage as a duty for folks to 
take on, so that Lara and I would matriculate throughout the rink and check on things.  There 
were NO problems, however, being able to have that liberty would be helpful.  Second, CT 
certainly plays a different type of hockey.  With that said, even though we investigated 
teams, the Wonderland Wizards posed some behavior challenges from players at all levels and I 
had to speak to their Squirt and Bantam coaches about complying with USA Hockey policies in 
regard to the 0 tolerance.  They kindly reeled it in, but those teams certainly accrued MANY 
penalties at all levels, in fact, they had the most of the tournament.  Not sure I would have them 
back.  I feel terrible that 2 Bantam green players were hurt during that weekend, with one out 
indefinitely and the other with no set date to return.  Ugh!  Hard not take that personally. 
 
Now....money!  I have submitted a few bills to Mike via snail mail already.  These include the t-
shirt bill for TK Sports for roughly $586.00, the trophy bill from Trophy Depot for $1,091.00 (very 
expensive this year), and several receipts from Staples for game labels.  I believe Lara purchased 
some tables and other items, of which she will submit receipts for.  The referee cost totaled 
$2,548.00.  I will forward Dick Bressett's email with the breakdown.  The ice was $200.00 per 
sheet with a total of 29 ice times.  So.......the final total for the tournament was: 
$1,091.00  
$586.00 
$2, 548.00 
$5,800.00 
=$10,075 total expenses 
 
Registration totals were: 
Bantams: $900x5=$4,500.00 
Squirts: $900x3=$2,700.00 
Pee Wees: $900x2=$1,800.00 
 
Looks like no money was made for the association, which we regret. The good news 
(???????).......we made over $800.00 in t-shirt and raffle sales.  That is presently in a cash box 
which I will have Jim deliver at the 12/13 board meeting. 
 
Some things for HHA to consider in regard to the tournament. 1) Have a budget pre set so that 
the directors know what to spend and how to spend.  B) have a tournament credit card to be 
able to order t-shirts and trophies.  This would help streamline payments and have them directly 
sent to HHA. 
 
With all that said, Lara and I had a lengthy discussion about continuing to co chair the 
tournament.  Given our family schedules and our kids' sport/hockey schedules, we have made 
the difficult decision to formally step down from chairing the tournament.  I personally had a 
great two year experience and gained a lot from volunteering time to help the association, it 
was a privilege.  I am sure Lara feels the same.  We are happy to work with anyone who would 
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like to take this on for next year and serve as a guiding mentor as the transition is made. 
 
If we missed anything, please contact us.  We are happy to answer any questions you or the 
HHA board may have.” 

 
 

Coaching Coordinator report from Jeff Graham: 
Two items reported:  Greg Curtis (Associate Coaching Coordinator) is tracking coach 
certifications.  Additionally, we have had incidents of coach(es) berating officials, and parents 
and officials have complained.  This is not acceptable, violates Code of Conduct, and coaches 
have been warned.   
 
Initiation Program report:  
Learn to Play numbers are large at approximately 90.  Coaches are doing their best to plan the 
practices to use the ice most effectively. The Committee believe that second session 
registrations will be lower due to skiing.  The suggestion was made to consider a cap after 
which there would be a wait list next season. 
 
Scheduler/Ice procurement update from Dwight Sperry (Associate Scheduler): 
Dwight reviewed the ice availability situation going forward from December 15.  Details are in 
the email he and Lead Scheduler Mark Meyerrose sent to the board dated December 12, which 
is reprinted below: 
 

“We are sending out this update about HHA’s current ice situation in advance of Tuesday’s 
board meeting. For the remainder of the season (January and February) we will need to 
scramble to find adequate ice. With that in mind we offer some recommendations on how to 
proceed. 
Every year, Hanover Hockey has access to substantial practice and skills clinic ice in the fall. 
Because of this glut we front-loaded most of skills sessions and goalie clinics this fall. 
However, beginning in late November, ice becomes scarce because of the demands of the local 
high school and private school teams. For various reasons, we currently do not have enough ice 
to support the practice schedules for our teams in January and February. We anticipate 
Thompson releasing their winter schedule in the near future. However, we have a significant gap 
in the ice we currently have and the ice that we need to run a full practice schedule. We are 
uncertain whether we will be able to purchase enough ice from Thompson and Cardigan to close 
this gap. In short, there are no certainties about what ice will be available to us. 
The table below quantifies our current situation. The facts are the facts. We need to focus the 
board meeting on our options outlined below. 
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Week # 
Beginning of 

week 

Hours Weekday 

ice* 

Hours 

Required for 

Practice 

Shortage 

1 2-Jan-2012 13 13 0 

2 9-Jan-2012 10 13 -3 

3 16-Jan-2012 12 13 -1 

4 23-Jan-2012 7 13 -6 

5 30-Jan-2012 5 13 -8 

6 6-Feb-2012 10 13 -3 

7 13-Feb-2012 9 13 -4 

8 20-Feb-2012 11 13 -2 

9 27-Feb-2012 5 13 -8 

 
Total 82 117 -35 

 
As it stands now, we are short 35 hours of ice. This is not an easy number to make up. At this 
stage we are planning for the worst. 
The schedulers make the following recommendations: 
1) When necessary put 3 teams on the ice. 
2) There may be a couple weeks when teams get only 1 practice. 
3) There may be weekend practices mixed in with game schedules. 
4) The current skills sessions are to end as of December 31, 2011. 
5) We will continue the remaining 3 goalie sessions on 1/2 sheets of ice. The times and dates 
may have to be changed or could move to weekend dates. 
6) Teams should be able to invite Dave Reece to run skills sessions at their practices (estimated 
cost of about $800-1000). 
7) If any weekend ice is unused and there are enough teams in town- we will attempt to 
schedule a Dave Reece skate if it makes sense (estimated cost of$200) or open-stick sessions. 
We know this is not good news. The Board should study how to avoid this situation next 
season.” 

 
ADM and player skills integration:  Aimee Goodwin reported that there were various concerns 
about the distribution of ADM clinics.  Aimee said that Squirt parents have commented on the 
lack of opportunities and are expecting clinics to take place.  It was also noted that Pee Wee 
Blue and White teams have had fewer clinics than Pee Wee Green.  Aimee recommended that 
Chris Heaney run additional clinics.  The board approved the following approach with a budget 
not to exceed $3,000.  Chris Heaney (or a suitable alternative) will be invited to run additional 
skill development sessions for Squirt teams as well as the Pee Wee Blue and White teams.  
These sessions can replace up to one team practice per week when teams have more than one 
practice scheduled.  Coaches should be encouraged to attend all sessions.  Aimee will also 
explore dry-land training possibilities in February as well as possibility of additional ice time in 
March. 
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Review and approval of November meeting minutes:  The minutes of the November meeting 
were approved. 
 
Follow-up from Spring Placement Working Group:  In November, President Charlie Hackett 
requested that the ad hoc group have one additional meeting to determine what open 
questions remain from the issues that had prompted the consideration of spring tryouts.  
Aimee Goodwin and Bill Miles reiterated the challenge of a “bottleneck” of activities in the fall 
(conflicts with other sports, timing of tryouts, coaching decisions, etc.) as well as a fundamental 
concern about the “mission” of HHA.  There was an extended discussion about how well the 
current model serves lower level “recreation” players and higher level “elite” players.  Charlie 
approved the creation of an Operations Committee to be led by Bill that will include working 
groups focused on the fall bottleneck as well as what options might exist for serving a broader 
spectrum of players.  This committee should include board and non-board members. 
 
Other business:  It was noted that HHA team representatives, including coaches and 
scorekeepers, should pay particular attention to administrative details on game sheets at both 
home and away games as the season moves toward state tournaments (accuracy of scoring and 
penalty data, confirmation of players on roster, etc.). 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:20 PM. 
 


